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Abstract
The free partially commutative monoid M (A;) de)ned by a set of commutation relations 
on an alphabet A can be viewed as a model for concurrent computing: indeed, the independence
or the simultaneity of two actions can be interpreted by the commutation of two letters that
encode them. In this context, the commutation class C(w) of a word w of the free monoid A∗
plays a crucial role. The main results presented in this paper are the following:
- A characterization of the minimal automaton A(w) for C(w) with the help of the new
notion of -dissection.
- A parallel algorithm which computes the minimal automaton A(w). This algorithm is
optimal if the size of A is constant.
- An optimal parallel algorithm for testing if a word belongs to the commutation class C(w).
Our approach di0ers completely from the methods (based on Foata’s normal form) used by C#erin
and Petit (Application de la th#eorie des traces 4a l’implantation et 4a la mesure d’algorithmes
de distribution, Th4ese Universit#e Paris 11, Centre d’Orsay, 1993; Proc. 6th Internat. Parallel
Processing Symp. (IPPS), IEEE Press, New York, 1992, pp. 374–379; Proc. MFCS’93, Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 711, Springer, Berlin, 1993, pp. 332–341) for solving similar
problems. Under some assumptions the )rst algorithm achieves an optimal speedup. The second
algorithm achieves also an optimal speedup and has a time complexity in O(log n) if the number
of processors is in O(n) where n is the length of the word w, the total number of operations
is in O(n) and does not depend on the size of the alphabet A as for the classical sequential
algorithm.
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1. Introduction
The free partially commutative monoid was introduced by Cartier and Foata [1]
for the study of combinatorial problems in connection with word arrangements [2–4].
It has particularly been investigated as a model for concurrent systems (see [5,13])
since the pioneering work of Mazurkievitch [10]. In this context, the computation of
the commutation class of an element w (i.e. all words equivalent to w) is of great
interest since it gives all transactions equivalent to the initial one modulo the partial
commutation relations. In other words, if a transaction is correct (i.e. no deadlock
appears during its execution) then all elements of its commutation class are also correct.
This paper is devoted to the design of:
- A parallel algorithm which computes the minimal automaton of the commutation
class of a given word. This algorithm is optimal if the alphabet is of constant size
and achieves an optimal speedup under some assumptions.
- An optimal parallel algorithm for testing if a word belongs to this commutation class.
Our test algorithm is particularly original since its time complexity does not depend
on the size of the alphabet on which the word is written.
The notion of optimality of parallel algorithms used in this paper is de)ned as
follows (see [8]):
Given a computational problem Q, let the sequential time complexity of Q be Tseq(n)
where n is the size of Q’s data. This assumption means that there is an algorithm to
solve Q whose running time is O(Tseq(n)). A sequential algorithm whose running time
is O(Tseq(n)) is called time optimal. A parallel algorithm to solve Q will be called
optimal if the total number of operations it uses is asymptotically the same as the
sequential complexity of the problem, regardless of the running time Tpar(n) of the
parallel algorithm.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides the basic notions
on partial commutativity and gives a characterization of the minimal automaton of a
commutation class with the help of the new notion of -dissection. Section 3 focuses
on the design of an optimal parallel algorithm which computes the minimal automaton
of the commutation class of a given word. Testing if a word belongs to a commutation
class is the subject of Section 4. The appendix contains a simple, original and eLcient
procedure which enumerates the complete commutation class of a given word.
2. Minimal automaton of the commutation class of a word
Let A be a )nite alphabet, A∗ the corresponding free monoid and  a partial
commutation relation on A. With (A;) we associate the smallest congruence
(denoted ≡) such that
(a; b) ∈  ⇔ ab ≡ ba:
The quotient monoid M (A;)=A∗=≡ is called the free partially commutative monoid
for  (see [6]).
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Fig. 1. The graph of the partial minimal automaton A(w) for w= abcdbe and = {(a; b); (a; c); (a; d);
(a; e); (b; d); (b; e); (c; d)}. The states are denoted in accordance with Section 3.
Let w be an element of A∗. The commutation class of w is the set C(w) de)ned
as follows:
C(w) = {w′ ∈ A∗=w′ ≡ w}:
If all the letters of w are distinct and permutable two by two, the commutation class
will be denoted by C1(w).
For each rational language L of A∗, there exists a )nite minimal automaton A(L)
which recognizes L and A(L) is a homomorphic image of each monogeneous automaton
(i.e. if i is the initial state of A(L) then for each state s of A(L) there exists a word w
such that i:w= s) which recognizes L. If L is )nite, A(L) admits a non-terminal state
z such that, for each letter a∈A, z:a= z and by deleting the state z, we get the partial
minimal automaton AP(L) of L. Moreover AP(L) has no circuit.
The partial minimal automaton of the class C(w) is denoted A(w) and the partial
minimal automaton of the class C1(w) is denoted A1(w) (Fig. 1).
We recall without proof the following results (see [12] for details):
Theorem 1. Let w= a0a1 : : : an−1 be a word of length n.
(i) If all letters of the word w are distinct and permutable two by two, then the
partial minimal automaton of the commutation class C1(w) has a unique terminal
state and its graph is isomorphic to the cube Qn of degree n.
(ii) If the letters a0; a1; : : : ; an−1 are two by two distinct and  is a set of pairs
of permutable letters, then the graph of the partial minimal automaton of C(w) is
isomorphic to a subgraph of Qn.
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(iii) In the general case where, in addition, the letters a0; a1; : : : ; an−1 are not
necessarily distinct, if w1 = b0b1 : : : bn−1 is a word whose letters are all distinct and
if 1 is the set of pairs (bi; bj) such that ai = aj and (ai; aj)∈, then the graph of
the partial minimal automaton of C(w) is isomorphic to the graph of the partial
minimal automaton of C1 (w1).
Denition 1. A scattered subword (not a factor) m= ai1ai2 : : : aih of w= a0a1 : : : an−1 is
called rigid relative to  if none of the pairs of letters
(ai1 ; ai2 ); (ai2 ; ai3 ); : : : ; (ai(h−1) ; aih)
belongs to ∪−1, i.e. two consecutive letters of m are either equal or distinct and
not permutable with respect to .
Lemma 1. All words of C(w) have the same rigid subwords.
Proof. (i) Let m= ai1ai2 : : : aih be a rigid subword of w. For each word w
′ of C(w),
there exists a sequence w=w0→w1→w2→ · · · →wr =w′ of elementary -transfor-
mations. By assumption, m is a subword of w0 =w. Assume that m is a subword of
wi for some i∈{0; : : : ; r−1}. Then there exist words x and y and letters a and b such
that wi = xaby and wi+1 = xbay. Since the letters a and b permute and m is a subword
of wi, m contains at most one of the letters a and b and is therefore also a subword
of wi+1.
It follows that m is a subword of all wi’s, and, in particular, of w′=wr .
(ii) Applying the result of (i) to the word w of C(w′), we see that each rigid
subword of w′ is also a rigid subword of w.
Therefore, all words of C(w) admit the same rigid subwords.
The following result is well known (see [13], for example) and we state it below
without proof.
Lemma 2. The congruence ≡ is cancellative.
Denition 2. (i) For each strictly increasing sequence of integers =(i1; : : : ; ip) of
{0; : : : ; n − 1}, the strictly increasing sequence =(j1; : : : ; jq) such that {j1; : : : ; jq}=
{0; : : : ; n−1}\{i1; : : : ; ip} is called the complementary sequence of  for {0; : : : ; n−1}.
By symmetry,  is the complementary sequence of  for {0; : : : ; n − 1}. u= ai1 : : : aip
and v= aj1 : : : ajq are then subwords of w= a0 : : : an−1 and w is a shuOe of u and v.
The word v is then said to be complementary of u with respect to w.
A strictly increasing sequence  admits a unique complementary sequence but this
is not true for words since two distinct strictly increasing sequences =(i1; : : : ; ip) and
′=(i′1; : : : ; i
′
p) can de)ne the same word u= ai1 : : : aip = ai′1 : : : ai′p (see Example 1).
(ii) Let " be a permutation of {0; : : : ; n − 1} and w′= a"(0) : : : a"(n−1). Every pair
(i; j) of elements of {0; : : : ; n−1} such that i¡j and "(j)¡"(i) is called an inversion
of the sequence ("(0); : : : ; "(n− 1)) and also an inversion of w′ with respect to w.
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(iii) A pair (; ) of strictly increasing complementary sequences of {0; : : : ; n − 1}
is called a -dissection of {0; : : : ; n − 1} if, for each inversion (j; i) of the sequence
=(i1; : : : ; ip; j1; : : : ; jq), the letters ai and aj are distinct and permutable for .
If (; ) is a -dissection of {0; : : : ; n− 1}, the pair (u; v) of subwords u= ai1 : : : aip
and v= aj1 : : : ajq of w is called a -dissection of the word w.
Example 1. If w= abcdbe and = {(a; b); (a; c); (a; d); (a; e); (b; d); (b; e); (c; d)}, the
sequences =(1; 2; 3) and =(0; 4; 5) are complementary for {0; : : : ; 5} and (; ) is a
-dissection of {0; : : : ; 5} since the inversions (0; 1), (0; 2) and (0; 3) of the sequence
=(1; 2; 3; 0; 4; 5) correspond to the pairs (a; b), (a; c) and (a; d) of . The pair of
words (u; v) where u= bcd and v= abe is therefore a -dissection of w= abcdbe.
(bc; adbe); (bcde; ab); (bcdbe; a) are also -dissections of w. The subword u= abe of
w admits two complementary subwords v= cdb and v′= bcd which correspond to
=(0; 1; 5), =(2; 3; 4) and ′=(0; 4; 5), ′=(1; 2; 3).
Lemma 3. For each subword u of w there exists at most one subword v of w such
that (u; v) is a -dissection of w.
Proof. Assume that the subword u of w admits two distinct complementary subwords
v and v′ for w and that (u; v) and (u; v′) are -dissections of w. Then there exist
two pairs (; ) and (′; ′) of strictly increasing complementary sequences for {0; : : : ;
n − 1} =(i1; : : : ; ip), =(j1; : : : ; jq), ′=(i′1; : : : ; i′p) and ′=(j′1; : : : ; j′q) such that
the words u= ai1 : : : aip and u
′= ai′1 : : : ai′p are equal but v= aj1 : : : ajq and v
′= aj′1 : : : aj′q
are not equal. Therefore  = ′ and, because of the unicity of the complementary se-
quence,  = ′. Hence, there exists a smallest integer k in {1; : : : ; p} such that aik = ai′k
with ik = i′k . Because of the symmetry property, we can assume that ik¡i′k . Since
′ is increasing, ik =∈{i′1; : : : ; i′p} and there exists h∈{1; : : : ; q} such that ik = j′h. The
pair (ik ; i′k)= (j
′
h; i
′
k) is therefore not an inversion of =(i1; : : : ; ip; j1; : : : ; jq) but of
′′=(i′1; : : : ; i
′
p; j
′
1; : : : ; j
′
q). As aik = ai′k , and (ik ; i
′
k) is an inversion of 
′′, we see from
the de)nition that (′; ′) is not a -dissection of {0; : : : ; n− 1}. Hence (u; v′) cannot
be a -dissection of w, a contradiction with the hypothesis.
Therefore, for each -dissection (u; v) of w, there exists a unique -dissection (; )
of {0; : : : ; n−1} such that =(i1; : : : ; ip), =(j1; : : : ; jq), u= ai1 : : : aip and v= aj1 : : : ajq .
Lemma 4. If u is a subword of w and if v is a complementary subword of u for w,
(u; v) is a -dissection of w if and only if uv belongs to C(w).
Proof. (i) Let u= ai1ai2 : : : aip and v= aj1aj2 : : : ajq where =(i1; : : : ; ip) and =
(j1; : : : ; jq) are strictly increasing sequences of elements of {0; : : : ; n−1} which are com-
plementary in {0; : : : ; n−1} and let r be the number of inversions of (i1; : : : ; ip; j1; : : : ; jq).
If r=0, uv has no inversion, therefore uv=w.
If r¿0 and if (j; i) is the inversion of w0 = uv relatively to w such that:
- i is the largest integer in I = {i1; i2; : : : ; ip} such that there exists an inversion of the
form (k; i),
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- j is the smallest of all the k’s of the inversions of uv of the form (k; i), then there is no
letter al between the letters aj and ai in uv because l =∈ I since i is the maximum and
l =∈ J = {j1; j2; : : : ; jq} since j is the minimum. By De)nition 2, (ai; aj)∈∪−1
and there exist words x and y such that w0 = xaiajy and, by permuting the letters aj
and ai, the word w1 = xajaiy which has one inversion less than w0. If r=1, w1 has
therefore no inversion and, it follows that w1 =w.
If r¿1, the same operation applied to w1 determines a word w2 which has two in-
versions less than w0 and, iterating this operation r times, we )nd a word wr without
inversions with respect to w and, therefore, wr =w.
uv=w0→w1→ · · · →wr =w is then a sequence of elementary -transformations
and, therefore uv∈C(w).
(ii) Reciprocally, assume that v is a complementary subword of a subword u for w
and that uv∈C(w).
If uv has no inversion for w, then uv=w. Else, for each inversion (i; j) of uv for
w, aiaj is a subword of w and ajai is a subword of uv. The word ajai is therefore not
rigid and it follows that ai = aj and (ai; aj)∈∪−1.
Hence (u; v) is a -dissection of w.
Example 2. If w= abcdbe and = {(a; b); (a; c); (a; d); (a; e); (b; d); (b; e); (c; d)} as in
Example 1, (u; v)= (bcde; ab) is a -dissection of w which determines the sequence
of elementary -transformations
uv = bcdeab→ bcdaeb→ bcdabe → bcadbe → bacdbe → abcdbe = w;
where, for each word, the pair of letters to be permuted has been underlined. The
associated sequence of inversions is (0; 5), (4; 5), (0; 3), (0; 2) and (0; 1).
Lemma 5. Let u= b1 : : : bp be a subword of w and consider the state s=1:u of A(w).
For each transition t:a= s, a is a letter bi of u such that, if i =p, bi is permutable
with the letters bi+1; : : : ; bp.
Proof. Let v be the complementary word of u for w, a a letter such that there exists a
state t and a transition t:a= s and let x be a word such that 1:x= t. Let f be the )nal
state of A(w). Since 1:xav=f, xav∈C(w) and, therefore xav ≡ uv which implies,
by Lemma 2, that xa ≡ u (i.e. xa∈C(u)). There exists therefore an i∈{1; : : : ; p}
such that a= bi. If i=p, then the result is obvious; else for every j∈{i + 1; : : : ; p},
bibj is a subword of u and bjbi is a subword of xa. By Lemma 1, the word bibj cannot
be rigid and, therefore bi = bj and (bi; bj)∈∪−1.
Denition 3. Let AP=(S; :) be an automaton, s0 an initial state and T a set of terminal
states. With each transition s→ t= s:a corresponding to a letter a of the alphabet, we
associate the opposite transition t→ s= t:a. In addition, we change each terminal state
of T into an initial state and the initial state into a terminal one. This non-deterministic
automaton AP◦=(S; :) is called the opposite automaton of AP.
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Remark 1.
• The transition t→ s= t:a opposite of the transition s→ t= s:a can also be interpreted
as the transition corresponding to a−1 (inverse of a) after replacement of the letters
in the alphabet by their inverses.
• Theorem 1 implies that the opposite automaton of the partial minimal automaton of
the commutation class C(w) is deterministic and isomorphic to the partial minimal
automaton of the commutation class C(w∼), where w∼= an−1an−2 : : : a0 is the
mirror image of the word w= a0a1 : : : an−1.
Lemma 6. If t is a state of A(w) and if v is a subword of w, there exists at most
a state s of A(w) such that s:v= t.
Proof. The transition s= t:v of the automaton AP corresponds to the transition t= s:v∼
of the opposite automaton AP◦. t is unique since the automaton AP◦ is deterministic.
Lemma 7. For each state s of A(w), if u and v are words such that 1:u= s and
s:v=f,
L(A(w); 1; s) = C(u); L(A(w); s; f) = C(v):
Proof. (i) We prove )rst that L(A(w); 1; s)⊆C(u). For every u′ ∈L(A(w); 1; s),
1:u′= s and, therefore, since s:v=f, 1:u′v=f. This proves that u′v∈C(w), therefore
u′v ≡ uv. Since the congruence ≡ is cancellative (see Lemma 2), it follows that
u′ ≡ u (i.e. u′ ∈C(u)).
We deduce from this that L(A(w); 1; s)⊆C(u) and similarly that L(A(w); s; f)
⊆C(v).
(ii) We show then that C(u)⊆L(A(w); 1; s).
Let u′ ∈C(u) and s′=1:u′. Since 1:uv= s:v=f, uv∈C(w) and, since u′v ≡ uv,
u′v∈C(w), therefore s′:v=1:u′v=f=1:uv= s:v, and by Lemma 6, s′= s. It follows
that u′ ∈L(A(w); 1; s) and that C(u)⊆L(A(w); 1; s).
Similarly, we get C(v)⊆L(A(w); s; f).
From (i) and (ii), we deduce that C(u)=L(A(w); 1; s) and C(v)=L(A(w); s; f).
Theorem 2. (i) The function , which associates the state s=1:u with each -dissec-
tion (u; v) of w is bijective.
(ii) If u= b1 : : : bp, the letters a for which there exists a transition towards s relative
to a, are the letters bi such that, if i =p, bi permutes with the letters bi+1; : : : ; bp.
(iii) If v= c1 : : : cq, the letters a for which there exists a transition issued from
s relative to a, are the letters ci such that, if i =1, ci permutes with the letters
c1; : : : ; ci−1.
Proof. (i) For each -dissection (u; v) of w, u is unique by Lemma 3, uv∈C(w) by
Lemma 4 and hence s=1:u is a state of A(w). Thus , is well de)ned.
(i) (1) We prove )rst that , is injective.
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If (u; v) and (u′; v′) are two -dissections such that ,(u; v)=,(u′; v′), 1:u=1:u′ and
u′ ∈C(u) by Lemma 7. If u= ai1 : : : aip with i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡ip, the only permutation "
of I = {i1; : : : ; ip} such that "(i1)¡"(i2)¡ · · ·¡"(ip) is the identity mapping of I . It
follows that u= u′ and, by Lemma 3, v′= v. Thus (u′; v′)= (u; v) and , is injective.
(i) (2) We show now that , is surjective.
For each state s of A(w), there exist words u and v such that 1:u= s and s:v=f
and, since 1:uv=f, uv∈C(w).
There exist a sequence =(i1; : : : ; ip) such that i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡ip and a permutation
" of I = {i1; : : : ; ip} such that u= a"(i1) : : : a"(ip).
If " is the identity mapping of I , u= ai1 : : : aip is a subword of w.
Otherwise, for every inversion (i; j) of ("(i1); : : : ; "(ip)), aiaj is a subword of w
and ajai is a subword of u and uv. Thanks to Lemma 1, aiaj is not rigid and
(ai; aj)∈∪−1 with ai = aj.
According to the proof of Lemma 4, there exists a sequence of elementary
-transformations from u to the word u′= ai1 : : : aip . Hence, u
′ ∈C(u) and 1:u′= s
by Lemma 7.
Similarly, if =(j1; : : : ; jq) is the complementary sequence of  for {0; : : : ; n − 1},
v′= aj1 : : : ajq ∈C(v) and s:v′=f. Then 1:u′v′=f and u′v′ ∈C(w).
It follows that (u′; v′) is a -dissection such that ,(u′; v′)= 1:u′= s. Therefore , is
surjective.
(ii) Lemma 5 shows that a is necessarily such a letter bi.
Conversely, assume that the letter bi permutes with all letters bi+1; : : : ; bp. By permut-
ing bi successively with bi+1; : : : ; bp, we determine a sequence of elementary
-transformations from u to a word u′ of the form xbi and u′ ∈C(u). By
Lemma 7, 1:xbi = s and the state t=1:x is such that t:bi = s. This proves the exis-
tence of a transition towards s for such a letter bi.
(iii) The proof of existence of a transition relatively to ci issued from s is similar
to that of (ii).
Moreover, by duality, we obtain that no other letter a can produce a transition issued
from s.
For example, for the automaton of Example 1, if u= abcd and v= be, the transitions
towards s=16 are associated with the letters a, c and d and these issued from s are
associated with the letters b and e.
3. A parallel algorithm
In this section, we design an optimal parallel algorithm which constructs the partial
minimal automaton A(w). We give an overview of how our algorithm works. The
algorithm constructs )rst the partial automaton A0 which recognizes only the word
w. The transformation of A0 into the automaton A(w) is based, essentially, on the
following simple transformation: if t, u and v are states and a, b are letters of A such
that t= u:a, v= t:b and (a; b)∈∪−1 then there exists also a state s such that s= u:b
and s:a= v. If s does not exist already it has to be constructed and the transitions s= u:b
and s:a= v have to be created (if they do not exist). This transformation, called the
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permutation of the letters a and b at t, can also generate new permutations of letters at
u and v. If such permutations are realized in parallel, it may be possible that they try
to create simultaneously the same state. In order to avoid this possibility we associate
an integer with each state. This integer does not depend on its creation procedure and
we distribute the states among the di0erent processors.
3.1. The distribution of the states among the processors
Theorem 2 proves that each state s of A(w) is in 1–1 correspondence with a
-dissection (u; v) of w. If w=w[0]w[1]w[2] : : : w[n − 1] (from now arrays of letters
are used for words) u has the form w[i1]w[i2] : : : w[ik ] where (i1; i2; : : : ; ik) is a strictly
increasing sequence of integers of {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}. It follows that we can identify the
number 1+2i1 +2i2 + · · ·+2ik with the state s. In fact, if we put x= s−1 and remove
iteratively from x the smallest power of 2, we recover the sequence (i1; : : : ; ik). Every
state is hence an element of the universe U = {1; : : : ; 2n}.
Let p be the number of processors which are available on the computer and r the
largest odd number which is strictly less than p. If we suppose that p is a power of
2 (a frequent case), r and p are mutual prime numbers. We split now U in r parts
U1; : : : ; Ur of equal size (up to 1) such that, for each processor q of {1; : : : ; r}, Uq is
the set of integers s such that 1 + smod r= q.
The processor q has in charge the treatment of all created states which belong to Uq
and to store in its local memory all data concerning these states.
If a state s is created, the processor q=1 + smod r is activated for:
(1) inserting s in a stack of its local memory,
(2) a0ecting a number num[s] to the state s thanks to the following procedure:
insert(s; q);
{ if 0 ¡ num[s]6 size then stack[num[s]] := s
else
{ size := size + 1; stack[size] := s; num[s] := size
}
}
The deletion of s (not used here) can then be realized by the processor q with the
following procedure:
delete(s; q);
{ if 0 ¡ num[s]6 size then stack[num[s]] := −1
}
The test which, submitted to the processor q veri)es if a state s of Uq has been created
previously is then:
exist(s; q);
{ if 0 ¡ num[s]6 size and stack[num[s]] := s then exist(s; q) := true
else exist(s; q) := false
}
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The variable size, common to all the procedures a0ected to the processor q, is stored
in the local memory of q and is not used by any other procedure.
For a given state s, all these procedures are executed by the same processor q.
Therefore, the simultaneous execution of several of these procedures for the same state
s is not possible. Nevertheless, two distinct processors can execute simultaneously these
procedures since they concern then distinct states.
Remark 2. These procedures are executed in time O(1) and replace advantageously
the use of an array of booleans. In fact, the time complexity of the initialization of an
array of booleans for the universe U is in O(2n). Here the initialization is reduced to
let size=0 for each processor (see [11, p. 289]). Its time complexity is therefore in
O(1) and the total number of operations is in O(r).
Remark 3. The partition used here is well-balanced for the subsets Uq of the universe
U but it is not necessarily the case for the created subsets of states which are contained
in the subsets Uq. If the word w has no particularities, such a splitting is adapted;
otherwise, a size balancing method has to be found for the sets S ∩Uq.
3.2. The data structures associated with a state
Let s be a state, q=1 + smod r the processor associated with s and e= num[s].
The following data structures are used for s in the local memory of the processor q:
- an array transin[::; e] which contains the integers i such that there exists a state u
such that s= u+ 2i = u:w[i] (transitions towards s);
- the number nbin[e] of transitions towards s;
- an array numin[::; e] such that if h= numin[i; e] then transin[h; e] = i
- an array transout[::; e] which contains the integers i such that there exists a state v
such that v= s+ 2i = s:w[i] (transitions issued from s);
- the number nbout[e] of transitions issued from s;
- an array numout[::; e] such that if h= numout[i; e] then transout[h; e] = i.
The procedures below are all based on the same idea which is to avoid using arrays
of booleans in order to realize the initialization in constant time.
insertin(i; e; q);
{ nbin[e] := nbin[e] + 1; numin[i; e] := nbin[e]; transin[nbin[e]; e] := i
}
existin(i; e; q);
{ if 0¡numin[i; e]6nbin[e] and transin[numin[i; e]; e] := i then existin(i; e; q) := true
else existin(i; e; q) := false
}
The dual procedures insertout(i; e; q) and existout(i; e; q) are omitted.
Since, for each state s, it is always the same processor q which has access to the
data concerning s, there is no concurrent access to the data.
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3.3. Construction of the partial automaton which recognizes the word w
The procedure aBect-Crst-states can be executed by any processor.
For the word w=w[0]w[1]w[2] : : : w[n− 1] to be treated it creates the states of the
partial automaton which recognizes only the word w.
aBect-Crst-states;
{ for h ∈ {0; : : : ; n} pardo
{ s := 2h; q := 1 + smod r; insert(s; q);
initialize-state(s; h; q);
}
}
The processor q which is determined here for any state s created by the procedure
aBect-Crst-states initializes in the procedure initialize-state the management of the
transition towards s and of the transitions issued from s.
initialize-state(s; h; q);
{ e := num[s]; nbin[e] := 0; nbout[e] := 0;
if h = 0 then insertout(0; e; q)
else if h = n then insertin(n− 1; e; q)
else { insertin(h− 1; e; q); insertout(h; e; q)
}
}
3.4. Starting the construction of the automaton
The procedure construct-basic-automaton reduces to the call of the procedure which
permutes two letters for all pairs of successive permutable letters of the word w and
can be executed be any processor.
construct-basic-automaton;
{ for h := 1 to n− 1 pardo
{ s := 2h;
if (w[h− 1]; w[h]) ∈  ∪−1 then permute(s; h− 1; h)
}
}
3.5. Permutation of two letters
The state t is given as well as the indices i and j of the letters w[i] and w[j] such
that there exist a transition toward t relative to the letter w[i] and a transition issued
from t relative to the letter w[j]. The previous state u, the next state v and the diagonal
state s which form a parallelogram with t are then, respectively,
u = t − 2i ; v = t + 2j and s = u+ 2j = v− 2i :
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Fig. 2. The parallelogram associated with the procedure permute.
The permutation procedure can also be executed by any processor. It calls the pro-
cedure which creates the state s except if s exists already and, by calling three
procedures, a transition from u to s related to the letter w[j] (except if the transition
exists already) and a transition from s to v corresponding to w[i] (if this transition does
not exist). It modi)es therefore the current automaton Ah in order to add all words of
K1 =L(Ah; 1; u)w[j]w[i]L(Ah; v; 2n) to the recognized language L(Ah; 1; 2n) if s is created
and one of the following languages K2 =L(Ah; 1; s)w[i]L(Ah; v; 2n), K3 =L(Ah; 1; u)w[j]
L(Ah; s; ; 2n), K1 ∪K2 ∪K3 or ∅ otherwise.
permute(t; i; j);
{ u := t − 2i; (u is the state before t)
v := t + 2j; (v is the state after t)
s := u+ 2j; q := 1 + smod r (s is the diagonal state of t)
if exist(s; q) then init := 0
else { insert(s; q); init := 1};
pardo
{ previous(u; j; 1 + umod r);
next(v; i; 1 + vmod r);
diagonal(s; i; j; init; q)
}
}
3.6. The treatment of the previous and next states
The previous state u of t is already created but the transition from u to s is not
necessarily created. If the transition from u to s is created, the procedure permute
is called for all the triples (u; h; j) where there exists currently a transition towards
u relative to the letter w[h] (Fig. 2). This procedure is necessarily executed by the
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processor q=1 + umod r a0ected to the state u.
previous(u; j; q);
{ e := num[u];
if existout(j; e; q) = false then
{ insertout(j; e; q);
if nbin[e] = 0 then
{ for k := 1 to nbin[e] pardo
{ h := transin[k; e];
if (w[h]; w[j]) ∈  ∪−1 then permute(u; h; j)
}
}
}
}
The treatment of the state “next” is the dual part of the treatment of the state
“previous”.
3.7. The treatment of the diagonal state
This procedure is executed by the processor q= smod r associated with s. If s is
created, then we have to initialize nbin[e] and nbout[e] and to create the transitions to
and from s relative to the letters w[j] and w[i]. If s exists already, the transition from u
to s (resp. from s to v) is created if it does not exist. Possibly, there is nothing to do.
diagonal(s; i; j; init; q);
{ e := num[s];
if init = 1 then { nbin[e] := 0; insertin(j; e; q);
nbout[e] := 0; insertout(i; e; q)
}
else { if existin(j; e; q) = false then insertin(j; e; q);
if existout(i; e; q) = false then insertout(i; e; q)
}
}
Denition 4. A triple (t; i; j) is called a permutation on a state t in the current automa-
ton if i and j are elements of the set {0; : : : ; n− 1} such that u= t − 2i and v= t + 2j
are states of the current automaton, t= u:w[i] and v= t:w[ j] are transitions of this
automaton and (w[i]; w[ j])∈∪−1.
Such a permutation (t; i; j) is said to be un)nished if, in the current automaton, the
diagonal state s= u + 2j = v − 2i does not exist or if it does exist but at least one of
the transitions s= u:w[ j] and v= s:w[i] does not exist.
The procedure permute is executed only once for a triple (t; i; j) and there exist
only a )nite number of such triples. Thus our algorithm terminates. Let Aend be the
automaton which is )nally constructed by our algorithm.
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Lemma 8. No unCnished permutation does exist in the automaton Aend.
Proof. (i) This result is trivial if |w|=1 and 2. We suppose that this property holds
for every word w of length strictly less than n and we prove now the result for the
word w = w[0] : : : w[n− 1] of length n.
The induction hypothesis applied to the left factor u=w[0] : : : w[n− 2] of w shows
that no un)nished permutation (t; i; j) with t ∈{1; : : : ; 2n−1}, 06i6n−2 and 06j6n−2
can exist in Aend.
(ii) Moreover, no un)nished permutation (t; i; n−1) does exist with t ∈{1; : : : ; 2n−1}
and 06i6n−2 since the transitions t′= t:w[n−1] have been created and the procedure
permute(t; i; n−1) is called. By duality, no un)nished permutation (t; n−1; i) does exist
with t ∈{1; : : : ; 2n−1} and 06i6n− 2.
(iii) If (t; i; j) is a permutation with t ∈{2n−1+1; : : : ; 2n}, 06i6n−2 and 06j6n−2,
there exists a permutation (t′; i; j) on t′= t − 2n−1. By (i), this permutation is not un-
)nished and, hence, the states u′= t′ − 2i, v′= t′ + 2j and s′= u′ + 2j and the tran-
sitions s′= u′:w[ j], v′= s′:w[i] exist in Aend. Since the transitions u= u′:w[n− 1] and
v = v′:w[n− 1] also exist, the procedures permute(s′; j; n− 1) and permute(v′; i; n− 1)
are called. It follows that the state s= s′ + 2n−1 and the transitions s= u:w[ j],
v= s:w[i] have been created in Aend. Thus, the permutation (t; i; j) is not
un)nished.
The lemma follows by induction.
Remark 4. This result proves that the present procedure “diagonal” which determines
many possible permutations but does not call the procedure “permute” is correct and
eLcient.
Denition 5. A0 is the automaton determined by the procedure aBect-Crst-states and
Ah is the current automaton after executing the procedure permute h times.
Lemma 9. The automaton Aend is deterministic and monogeneous.
Proof. (i) We prove that the automaton Aend is deterministic. The automaton A0 de-
termined by the procedure aBect-Crst-states which recognizes only the word w is
deterministic.
Assume that after the execution of the procedure permute h times, the current
automaton Ah is deterministic and let permute(t; i; j) be the procedure which is exe-
cuted immediately after. The letters w[i] and w[ j] are then distinct and permutable. The
diagonal state s of t is only created if it does not exist previously and the same thing
happens for the transition from s to v relative to w[i] and for the transition from u to
s relative to w[ j]. Hence, the automaton Ah+1 is therefore also deterministic.
It follows that the )nal automaton Aend is deterministic.
(ii) For each state s created by the procedure aBect-Crst-states, there exists a path
from the initial state 1 to the terminal state 2n passing through s in A0.
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Assume that, after the execution of the procedure permute h times, for each state t
of the current automaton Ah, there exists a path of Ah from 1 to 2n which passes
through t. If s is the diagonal state created by the procedure permute(t; i; j), the
states u= t − 2i and v= t + 2j are such that t= u:w[i], s= u:w[ j], v= t:w[ j] and
v= s:w[i]. Therefore there exists a path from 1 to 2n in Ah+1 which passes through
s. Such path exists therefore for each state of the )nal automaton Aend and Aend is
monogeneous.
Lemma 10. The language recognized by the automaton Aend is L(Aend ; 1; 2n)=
C(w).
Proof. (i) We prove that all words recognized by the automaton Aend belong to C(w),
i.e. that L(Aend ; 1; 2n)⊆C(w).
The automaton A0 recognizes only the word w. In the case where w is rigid, the
procedure construct-basic-automaton does not call any other procedure and Aend =A0
determines C(w)= {w}.
If w is not rigid, the procedure permute is called at least once. Assume that, after
the execution of the procedure permute h times, the current automaton Ah recog-
nizes a language L(Ah; 1; 2n) included in C(w) and let permute(t; i; j) be the pro-
cedure which is executed immediately after and let Ah+1 be the automaton which it
determines.
Let u= t − 2i, v= t + 2j, s= u+ 2j, a=w[i] and b=w[ j].
Case 1: If the diagonal state s is created by the procedure permute(t; i; j) then the
transitions from u to s and from s to v are also created by this procedure and
L(Ah+1; 1; 2n) = L(Ah; 1; 2n) ∪ L(Ah; 1; u)baL(Ah; v; 2n):
Each word of L(Ah+1; 1; 2n)\L(Ah; 1; 2n) is therefore of the form w′= xbay with
x∈L(Ah; 1; u) and y∈L(Ah; v; 2n) and L(Ah; 1; 2n) contains the word w′′= xaby. Since
w′′ ∈C(w) and w′′→w′ is an elementary -transformation, w′ ∈C(w) and
L(Ah+1; 1; 2n)⊆C(w).
Case 2: If only the transition from s to v is created by the procedure permute(t; i; j),
then
L(Ah+1; 1; 2n) = L(Ah; 1; 2n) ∪ L(Ah; 1; s)aL(Ah; v; 2n):
By Lemma 9, Ah is monogeneous and, by its proof, L(Ah; s; 2n) = ∅: If x and y
are two words of L(Ah; 1; s) and if z is a word of L(Ah; s; 2n) then xz and yz are
contained in L(Ah; 1; 2n)⊆C(w) and since the congruence ≡ is cancellative, x≡ y.
Thus L(Ah; 1; s) is contained in a single commutation-class. Similarly L(Ah; v; 2n) is
also contained in a single commutation-class and, it follows that L(Ah; 1; s)aL(Ah; v; 2n)
is contained in a single commutation-class. Moreover, L(Ah; 1; s)aL(Ah; v; 2n) contains
words of the form w′= xbay with x∈L(Ah; 1; u) and y∈L(Ah; v; 2n) and, since xaby∈
L(Ah; 1; 2n) and xaby→w′ is an elementary -transformation, L(Ah; 1; s)aL(Ah; v; 2n)∩
C(w) = ∅ and, hence
L(Ah+1; 1; 2n) = L(Ah; 1; 2n) ∪ L(Ah; 1; s)aL(Ah; v; 2n) ⊆ C(w):
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Case 3: If only the transition from u to s is created by the procedure permute(t; i; j),
then
L(Ah+1; 1; 2n) = L(Ah; 1; 2n) ∪ L(Ah; 1; u)bL(Ah; s; 2n)
and the proof is similar to that of Case 2.
Case 4: If the two transitions from u to s and from s to v are created by the
procedure permute(t; i; j) but the diagonal state s exists already, then
L(Ah+1; 1; 2n)
= L(Ah; 1; 2n) ∪ L(Ah; 1; s)aL(Ah; v; 2n) ∪ L(Ah; 1; u)bL(Ah; s; 2n)
∪L(Ah; 1; u)baL(Ah; v; 2n)
and, by the proofs of cases 1–3, L(Ah+1; 1; 2n)⊆C(w).
Case 5: If s and the transitions from u to s and from s to v exist already, Ah+1 =Ah
and nothing is to prove.
It follows that, whatever the order of execution of the procedures permute is, if the
execution of the algorithm is )nished, the language L(Aend ; 1; 2n) determined by the
)nal automaton Aend is included in C(w).
(ii) We prove now that C(w)⊆L(Aend ; 1; 2n).
For all w′ ∈C(w), there exists a sequence of elementary -transformations
w = w0 → w1 → w2 → · · · → wm = w′:
By (i), w0 =w∈L(A0; 1; 2n)⊆L(Aend ; 1; 2n). Suppose that wk ∈L(Ah; 1; 2n) for some
k ∈{0; : : : ; m − 1}. Then there exist words x and y and letters a and b such that
wk = xaby and wk+1 = xbay. If t is the state 1: xa, there exists integers i and j such
that there exist a transition from state u=1: x to t relative to w[i] = a and a transition
from state t to v=1: xab relative to w[ j] = b. Moreover (w[i]; w[ j])= (a; b)∈∪−1.
If the permutation (t; i; j) is un)nished in Ah, this is not true in Aend by
Lemma 8. It follows that there exists h′¿h such that (t; i; j) is not un)nished in Ah′
and s= u+2j = v− 2i is a state of Ah′ and s= u:w[ j] and v= s:w[i] are transitions of
Ah′ . This proves that wk+1 ∈L(Ah′ ; 1; 2n).
In the other case, wk+1 ∈L(Ah; 1; 2n) by the same proof.
It follows that, for all k in {0; : : : ; m}, wk ∈L(Aend ; 1; 2n) and, in particular,
w′ ∈L(Aend ; 1; 2n).
This proves that C(w)⊆L(Aend ; 1; 2n) and, by (i), that L(Aend ; 1; 2n)=C(w).
Remark 5. In this proof we assume that the procedures permute are executed iteratively
but in any order. This is justi)ed by the fact that the simultaneous execution of several
procedures permute determines the same states and the same transitions and, hence,
the same automaton as their execution with respect to any order.
Theorem 3. The partial automaton constructed by our algorithm is isomorphic to the
partial minimal automaton A(w) of the commutation class C(w).
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Proof. (i) By Lemma 9, Aend is deterministic and monogeneous and, by Lemma 10,
Aend recognizes the commutation class C(w). The complete minimal automaton Acend
(resp. Ac(w)) is obtained by adjunction of a state z (resp. z
′) to Aend (resp. A(w))
such that z:a= z (resp. z′:a= z′) for every letter a of A. Since Acend recognizes the com-
mutation class C(w) and is deterministic and monogeneous, there exists a morphism
1 from the automaton Acend onto A
c
(w). Moreover, 1(1) is the initial state of A
c
(w)
and 1(z)= z′.
(ii) We prove now that 1 is an isomorphism. For every state s of Aend, there
exists a sequence =(i1; : : : ; ip) of strictly increasing elements of {0; : : : ; n − 1} such
that s=1 + 2i1 + · · · + 2ip . If =( j1; : : : ; jq) is the complementary sequence of  for
{0; : : : ; n− 1}, the word v=w[ j1] : : : w[ jq] is then complementary of u=w[i1] : : : w[ip]
for w. Moreover s = 1:u and s:v = 2n. Thus 1:uv=2n and, by Lemma 10, uv belongs to
C(w). It follows, by Lemma 4, that (u; v) is a -dissection of w. By Theorem 2, such
a -dissection of w is unique and  is also unique. Therefore 1 is an isomorphism.
Theorem 4. (i) If Size(A(w)) is the size of the partial minimal automaton A(w)
and S is his set of states, the total number of operations of our algorithm is in
O(Size(A(w)) ∗ card(A)) = O(card(S) ∗ (card(A))2):
(ii) If the alphabet A is of constant size, our algorithm is optimal.
(iii) If the alphabet A is of constant size and if the distribution of the states of S
among the subsets U1; : : : ; Ur is uniform (i.e. balanced), then our algorithm achieves
an optimal speedup.
Proof. (i) If there exist k(s) transitions towards a state s and l(s) transitions issued
from s, the treatment of the state s in the procedures previous, next and diagonal
requires O(k(s) ∗ l(s)) operations. Since k(s)6card(A) and ∑s∈S l(s) = Size(A(w)),
the total number of operations is in
O(Size(A(w)) ∗ card(A)):
Since Size(A(w))= card(S) ∗ card(A), this value is also in
O(card(S) ∗ (card(A))2):
(ii) If the alphabet A is of constant size, the total number of operations is in
O(Size(A(w))).
But any algorithm which constructs a partial automaton recognizing C(w) tests
necessarily all the transitions issued from each state and therefore the number of
operations of such an algorithm is necessarily in O(Size(A(w))) and this proves that
our algorithm is optimal in this case.
(iii) If the distribution of the states of S is uniform (i.e. balanced) among the subsets
U1; : : : ; Ur , the r processors are load-balanced. In addition, all procedures which are not
a0ected to a processor can be distributed with priority on the processors r + 1; : : : ; p
and then uniformly among all processors. For every q∈{1; : : : ; p}, let Tq(n) be the
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total number of operations realized by the processor q during the execution of the
algorithm for a word w of length n and let Tmax(n)= max{Tq(n); q∈{1; : : : ; p}}. Since
the processors are load-balanced, there exists a strictly positive constant c1 (c1¡1) such
that, for every q∈{1; : : : ; p}, Tq(n)¿c1 ∗ Tmax(n). Therefore, we get
c1 ∗ p ∗ Tmax(n)6
p∑
1
Tq(n)6 p ∗ Tmax(n):
Let Tpar(n) and Tseq(n) be, respectively, the time complexity of our parallel algorithm
and the time complexity of an optimal sequential algorithm which constructs the au-
tomaton A(w) when w is of length n. Since our algorithm is optimal, there exist
strictly positive constants c2 and c3 such that
Tpar(n) = c2 ∗ Tmax(n) and Tseq(n) = c3 ∗
(
p∑
q=1
Tq(n)
)
:
The speedup Sp(n) is equal to (see [8])
Sp(n) =
Tseq(n)
Tpar(n)
:
Therefore
c1 ∗
(
c3
c2
)
∗ p6 Sp(n)6 c3c2 ∗ p
and this proves that Sp(n) is in (p) and is optimal.
Remark 6. If the alphabet A is not of constant size, our algorithm is not optimal since
there exists a sequential on-line algorithm whose time complexity is in O(Size(A(w)))
(see [12]).
4. Testing if a word belongs to a commutation class
We want to test if a given word u= u[0] : : : u[n − 1] belongs to the commutation
class C(w) i.e. if this word is recognized by the automaton A(w). An elementary
sequential algorithm solves this problem in time O(n). We design a parallel algorithm
which solves this problem in time O(log n) when the number of processors is in O(n).
Moreover, the total number of operations is in O(n) and does not depend on the size
of the alphabet A. Hence, our algorithm is optimal.
We give now an overview of our algorithm. We use )rst a very simple test which
veri)es that, for every letter a∈A, the numbers of occurrences of a in the two words u
and w are equal. Then we determine, for every i∈{0; : : : ; n − 1}, the
value j= eta[i]∈{0; : : : ; n−1} such that w[ j] = u[i] and the numbers of occurrences of
the letter w[ j] = u[i] in the words w[0] : : : w[ j−1] and u[0] : : : u[i−1] are equal. Since
the states of A(w) are identi)ed with integers of the form 1+2i1 + 2i2 + · · ·+2ik , we
can determine, by a pre)x sum calculation in O(log n) time, all the intermediate states
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which are necessary for recognizing the word u. In fact, this computation is done on
the universe U = {1; : : : ; 2n} and U is also the set of states of the partial minimal
automaton A1(w1) of the commutation class of a word w1 of length n whose letters
are all distinct and permutable two by two. Now u∈C(w), if and only if all these
intermediate states are states of the automaton A(w).
Our algorithm uses three well-known procedures.
4.1. Known used procedures
The following procedures compute, respectively, the sum, the pre)x sum and the
maximum of the elements in an array. For details see [7–9].
The procedure somme(k; l; x[k::l]; sum) (where k¡l) computes the sum of the l−k+1
elements of the array x[k::l] and puts the result in the variable sum.
The procedure somme-preCx(k; l; x[k::l]; sx[k::l]) (where k¡l) computes, for each
index i of {k; : : : ; l}, the pre)x sum sx[i] = x[k] + · · ·+ x[i]. The result is then in the
array sx[k::l].
The procedure maximum(k; l; x[k::l];max) (where k¡l) computes the maximum of
the l− k + 1 elements of the array x[k::l] and puts the result in the variable max.
All these procedures are optimal and have a time complexity in O(log(l − k + 1))
when the number of processors is in O(l− k + 1).
4.2. Letter occurrences in a word
An alphabetic order is given on the alphabet A: the array order is such that, for all
a∈A, a is the order[a]th letter of the alphabet A.
Let v = v[0]v[1] : : : v[n − 1] be a word of length n and for each letter a of the
alphabet A let nocv[order[a]] be the number of occurrences of a in v.
There exists an elementary procedure for computing nocv:
{ for k := 1 to card(A) pardo nocv[k] := 0;
for i := 0 to n− 1 pardo
{ nocv[order[v[i]]] := nocv[order[v[i]]] + 1;
}
}
But in this method two instructions nocv[order[v[i]]] := nocv[order[v[i]]]+1 cannot
be executed at the same time for equal letters. Hence, in this case, we do not have a
time complexity in O(log n).
The purpose of the procedure letter-occurrences given below is to determine, in
time O(log n), the number of occurrences nocv[order[a]] of a in v simultaneously for
every letter a in A. We choose a number base which is bigger than the number of
occurrences of every letter in v: base= n − card(A) + 2 (we suppose here that every
letter of A has at least one occurrence in v). Since card(A)6n, we can precompute
all the powers base2; : : : basecard(A)−1 of base in O(log n) time by an algorithm similar
to somme-preCx.
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The value sum computed by this procedure is
sum =
card(A)∑
k=1
nocv[k]:basek−1:
sum allows the simultaneous determination of the number of occurrences of every letter
of A in v.
letter-occurrences(v[0::n− 1]; nocv[1::card(A)]);
{ base := n− card(A) + 2;
for i := 0 to n− 1 pardo
{ k = order[v[i]]; x[i] := basek−1 ;
}
somme(0; n− 1; x[0::n− 1]; sum);
for k := 1 to card(A) pardo
{ divsum := sum div basek−1; nocv[k] := divsum mod base;
(divsum stands for the Toor of sum=basek−1
and mod means modulo)
}
}
4.3. The Crst test
The purpose of the procedure first-test given below is to compare for the two words
w = w[0]w[1] : : : w[n − 1] and u= u[0]u[1] : : : u[n − 1] of length n and for each letter
a of the alphabet A, the number of occurrences nocw[order[a]] and nocu[order[a]] of
the letter a in w and u. Hence, the procedure letter-occurrences is called for the words
u and w. If these numbers are not two by two equal then the array idoc[1::card(A)]
contains a zero and test1 = card(A). In this case u is not in the commutation class
C(w).
first-test(u[0::n− 1]; w[0::n− 1]);
{ letter-occurrences(u[0::n− 1]; nocu[1::card(A)]);
letter-occurrences(w[0::n− 1]; nocw[1::card(A)]);
for k := 1 to card(A) pardo
{ if nocu[k] = nocw[k] then idoc[k] := 1 else idoc[k] := 0
}
somme(1; card(A); idoc[1::card(A)]; test1)
if test1 = card(A) then write (‘u does not belong to the class’)
}
4.4. The reference word
Let z = z[0]z[1] : : : z[n − 1] be the word of length n which satis)es the following
conditions: order[z[0]]6order[z[1]]6 · · ·6order[z[n−1]] for the alphabetic order on
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A and for each letter a of A the number of occurrences of a in z is equal to the number
of occurrences of a in w.
We call z the reference word of w.
By applying the procedure somme-preCx to the array nocw we obtain an array decal
such that, for every letter a∈A such that order[a]¿1, decal[order[a]−1] is the index
of the )rst occurrence of the letter a in z. Moreover if order[a] = 1, the index of the
)rst occurrence of a in z is obviously 0. In the same procedure, we compute a better
value for the identi)er base which is equal to the maximum number of occurrences of
a letter in w plus one. Similarly, as in the procedure letter-occurrences, base is used
in the procedure reference-word below for determining the indices of the occurrences
of each letter a of A .
ref erence-word(1; card(A); nocw[1::card(A)]);
{ somme-preCx(1; card(A); nocw[1::card(A)]; decal[1::card(A)]);
decal[0] := 0;
maximum(1; card(A); nocw[1::card(A)]; max);
base := max + 1;
}
4.5. Analysis of a word
The purpose of the procedure analyze-word given below is to determine, for a
given word v= v[0]v[1] : : : v[n − 1] of length n, the array phi such that for each i
of {0; : : : ; n−1}, z[i] = v[phi[i]] and for every pair (i; j) such that z[i] = z[ j] and i¡j,
phi[i]¡phi[ j].
The array phi associates, for every letter a∈A and for every admissible value
of r, the rth occurrence of a in v with the rth occurrence of a in z. The array
decal[0::card(A)] is used in this procedure.
analyze-word(0; n− 1; v[0::n− 1]; phi[0::n− 1]);
{ for i := 0 to n− 1 pardo
{ k = order[v[i]]; x[i] := basek−1 ;
}
somme-preCx(0; n− 1; x[0::n− 1]; sx[0::n− 1]);
for i := 0 to n− 1 pardo
{ rx[i] := sx[i] div x[i]; r[i] := rx[i] mod base;
phi[decal[order[v[i]]− 1] + r[i]] := i;
}
}
4.6. The transformation of a word
The next procedure uses the procedure analyse-word for determining the arrays phiu
and phiw and the array eta[0::n−1] which is such that eta[phiu[i]] =phiw[i] for every
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i∈{0; : : : ; n− 1}. Thus, eta[i] = j if and only if there exists an integer r such that u[i]
and w[ j] are the rth occurrence of a same letter of A in the words u and w.
transform-word(u[0::n− 1]; w[0::n− 1]; eta[0::n− 1]);
{ analyze-word(0; n− 1; w[0::n− 1]; phiw[0::n− 1]);
analyze-word(0; n− 1; u[0::n− 1]; phiu[0::n− 1]);
for i := 0 to n− 1 pardo eta[phiu[i]] := phiw[i]
}
4.7. The second test
The array eta and the procedure somme-preCx allow to determine all states of the
automaton A(w) which recognize the word u and all its left factors in the case
where u belongs to the commutation class C(w). In the opposite case, there exists
an i∈{0; : : : ; n− 1} such that exist(sx[i] + 1)=false and u is not in the commutation
class C(w).
the-second-test(eta[0::n− 1]);
{ for i := 0 to n− 2 pardo x[i] := 2eta[i];
somme-preCx(0; n− 2; x[0::n− 2]; sx[0::n− 2]);
for i := 0 to n− 2 pardo
{ q := 1 + (sx[i] + 1) mod r;
if exist(sx[i] + 1; q) then y[i] := 0 else y[i] := 1;
}
somme(0; n− 2; y[0::n− 2]; test2);
if test2 = 0 then write (‘u belongs to the class’)
else write (‘u does not belong to the class’)
}
Example 3. If w= abcdbe and = {(a; b); (a; c); (a; d); (a; e); (b; d); (b; e); (c; d)} and
u=dbceba, z= abbcde, base=3, phiu[0]= 5, phiu[1]= 1, phiu[2]= 4, phiu[3]= 2,
phiu[4]= 0, phiu[5]= 3, phiw[0]= 0, phiw[1]= 1, phiw[2]= 4, phiw[3]= 2, phiw[4]
= 3 and phiw[5]= 5. Hence, eta[0]= 3, eta[1]= 1, eta[2]= 2, eta[3]= 5 and eta[4]= 4.
Since the states sx[0]+1=9, sx[1]+1=11, sx[2]+1=15, sx[3]+1=47 and sx[4]+
1=63 are states of the automaton A(w), u=dbceba is accepted.
But the word v=dbecba is not accepted since the state sx[2]+ 1=43 is not a state
of the automaton A(w) (see Fig. 1).
Theorem 5. If the number of processors is in O(n), our algorithm tests if a word
u belongs to the commutation class C(w) in time O(log n). The total number of
operations is in O(n) and the algorithm is optimal.
Moreover, if the distribution of the states of S among the subsets U1; : : : ; Ur is
uniform, then our algorithm achieves an optimal speedup.
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Proof. (i) The procedure Crst-test veri)es that |u|a= |w|a for every letter a of A. The
procedure analyze-word determines the indices of the occurrences of each letter a in
the analyzed word relative to a reference word. The procedure transform-word calls
this procedure for the words w and u and a0ects to each occurrence of a letter in u
the index of the corresponding occurrence of the same letter in w.
(ii) For every transition i from a state s to a state t, t= s:w(i)= s+2i. Hence the de-
termination of the states s1 = 1:u[0]= 1+2eta[0], s2 = s1:u[1]= s1+2eta[1]; : : : ; sn−1 = sn−2:
u[n−2]= sn−2+2eta[n−2] reduces to a pre)x-sum calculation. It follows that u∈C(w)
if and only if all states s1, s2; : : : ; sn−1 belong to the automaton A(w).
(iii) If the number of processors is in O(n), the time complexities of the proce-
dures somme, somme-preCx and maximum given in [7–9] are in O(log n) and the
total number of operations is in O(n). Moreover, all the procedures Crst-test, letter-
occurrences, reference-word, analyze-word, transform-words and the-second-test have
also time complexities in O(log n) and the total number of operations is in O(n). Our
algorithm is therefore optimal.
(iv) The proof of the last statement (optimal speedup achievement) of the theorem
is the same as in Theorem 4.
5. Conclusion
We have presented a parallel algorithm for generating the commutation class of a
given word which is optimal if the alphabet is of constant size and an optimal parallel
algorithm for testing if a word belongs to this commutation class. Our algorithms
are eLcient and easy to code. The notion of -dissection is original to the authors.
Applications to parallel processing are the object of further studies.
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Appendix. Enumerating the elements of the commutation class
Let rank[s] be the variable which contains the length of the shortest path from 1 to
s in the oriented graph corresponding to the partial automaton A(w). This is also the
length of all words u such that 1:u= s. rank[s] is de)ned when the state s is created
in the procedures aBect-Crst-state and diagonal. In the )rst case rank[2h] = h and in
the second case the diagonal state s of t verify rank[s] = rank[t].
Let hmed be the integer part of n=2 (or any other mean value). Each state s such
that rank[s] = hmed is called median. The set med of the median states of A(w) and
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the number nbmed of elements of med can be easily computed in the same procedures
as rank.
Since
L(A(w); 1; 2n) =
⋃
s∈med
L(A(w); 1; s)L(A(w); s; 2n);
instead of determining directly the language L(A(w); 1; 2n), we determine, for each
median state sm, the language L(A(w); 1; sm) with the help of the recursive proce-
dure traversalback and the language L(A(w); sm; 2n) with the help of the recursive
procedure traversalto.
(1) The call of the recursive procedures from the median states.
subcubes;
{ for k := 1 to nbmed pardo
{ s := med[k]; q := 1 + s mod r;
traversalto(s; s; word; q);
traversalback(s; s; word; q)
}
}
(2) The traversal towards the )nal state.
The recursive procedure is called for a state s and executed by its associated pro-
cessor q. It memorizes the name of the median state sm from which it is issued and
prints all words of L(A(w); sm; 2n).
traversalto(s; sm; word; q);
{ if s = 2n then print(sm; word[hmed::n− 1])
else
{ e := num[s];
for k := 1 to nbout[e] pardo
{ i := transout[k; e]; word[rank[s]] := w[i];
t := s+ 2i; qt := 1 + tmod r;
traversalto(t; sm; word; qt)
}
}
}
(3) The traversal back to the initial state.
The procedure traversalback is dual to the procedure traversalto (see Remark 1).
Remark A.1. Let m= n−rank[sm]. Since, by Theorem 2, for a state s every procedure
traversalto necessitates O(n−rank[s]) operations, the determination of L(A(w); sm; 2n)
only (without printing) has a time complexity in O(m!). Moreover, printing all words
of L(A(w); sm; 2n) needs O(m! ∗ m) operations.
Remark A.2. The replacement of the direct determination of L(A(w); 1; 2n) by the
determination of the languages L(A(w); 1; sm) and L(A(w); sm; 2n) for all median
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states, divides the total number of operations by a factor which is exponential in p
in the case where all letters of w are distinct and pairwise permutable. In fact if
n=2m (resp. n=2m + 1) and hmed=m, the number of median states is n!=(m!)2
(resp. (n!=m!(m+1)!)). Thus, printing all words of the languages L(A(w); 1; sm) and
L(A(w); sm; 2n) for all median states requires nbop= c ∗ n ∗ (n!)=m! operations where
c is a positive constant.
But printing all words of L(A(w); 1; 2n) with the procedure traversalto from 1 to
2n needs c ∗ n ∗ (n!)= nbop ∗ m! operations.
Parallel processing improves the time complexity of the determination of the lan-
guages but, of course, not the printing time of the words of these languages.
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